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Abstract. An ozone mini-hole is a synoptic-scale area of strongly reduced column total ozone, which undergoes a growth-decay cycle in association with baroclinic weather systems. The tracks of mini-hole events recorded during the TOMS observation period over the Northern Hemisphere provide a database for building anomaly fields of various meteorological parameters, following each mini-hole center in a Lagrangian sense. The resulting fields provide, for the first time, a complete mean Lagrangian picture of the three-dimensional structure of typical ozone mini-holes in the Northern Hemisphere. Mini-holes are shown to be associated with anomalous warm anticyclonic flow in the upper troposphere and cold cyclonic anomalies in the middle stratosphere. Ascending air columns occur upstream and descent downstream of the mini-hole centers. Band-pass filtering is used to reveal the transient synoptic nature of mini-holes embedded within larger scale circulation anomalies. Significant correlations between ozone and Ertel's potential vorticity on isentropes (IPV) both near the tropopause and in the middle stratosphere are shown and then utilized by reconstructing the Lagrangian analysis to follow local IPV anomalies instead of ozone minima. By using IPV as a proxy for ozone, the geopotential anomaly dipolar structure in the vertical characteristic of mini-holes is shown to result from a superposition of two largely independent dynamical components, stratospheric and tropospheric, typically operating on different time scales. Hence, ozone mini-holes may be viewed primarily as phenomena of coincidence.
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1 Introduction

Ever since the pioneering work of Dobson et al. (1929), the variability of column total ozone levels and its association with the passage of weather systems has been a subject of fascinating study. Reed (1950) investigated cases where locally strong ozone decrease occurred, and showed that these synoptic-scale regions lasted typically only a few days. Such events were christened “ozone mini-holes” by Newman et al. (1988). Mini-holes forming on the edge of the Antarctic region were investigated by McKenna et al. (1989), while Orsolini et al. (1998) studied the signature of the Northern Hemispheric storm tracks on the ozone field. Indeed, they occur frequently over mid- and high-latitudes of both hemispheres during the winter half-year (James 1998a, McCormack and Hood, 1997).

The basic dynamics behind mini-hole development have been discussed, for example, by James et al. (1997), who showed the crucial role played by the vertical motion and divergence fields. That mini-holes typically form as transient features over warm air masses in regions of anticyclonic ridging was already known by Reed (1950). As a result, local relative vorticity anomalies show strong positive correlations with total ozone (Vaughan and Price, 1991). This was utilized by Peters et al. (1995), who showed that the dynamics of vorticity and indeed isentropic potential vorticity (IPV) development could be used as a proxy for ozone mini-holes. On the other hand, Petzoldt et al. (1994) have shown that anomalously cold air in the stratosphere is a further prerequisite for the formation of strong mini-holes, as confirmed in the modelling study of James et al. (2000). An extreme example of such a case, recorded over Europe at the end of November 1999, was examined by Allaart et al. (2000). Thus, in the middle atmosphere, in contrast to the troposphere, IPV exhibits negative correlations with total ozone. Aspects of the vertical structure of ozone minima have also recently been studied by Reid et al. (2000), who showed, for example, that backward trajectories ending at ozone minima over Europe typically have very different source latitudes depending on the isentropic level at the end: minima near the tropopause height typically have trajectories out of the sub-tropics, whereas lower stratospheric minima have trajectories coming from further polewards.
Hence, mini-holes are phenomena which involve the interplay between various dynamical factors at different altitudes, encompassing a range of spatial and temporal scales. However, except in a limited sense, in some single case studies, a summary description of the general dynamical structure of mini-holes has never been provided observationally until now.

In this paper, the mean three-dimensional structure of various meteorological parameters close to ozone mini-holes is presented in a Lagrangian sense, following the centers of all wintertime mini-holes tracked in a recently produced climatology for the Northern Hemisphere (James, 1998b), based on TOMS satellite observations. The data and the analysis methodology used are described in Sect. 2, and the primary results follow in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the correlation between ozone and IPV on different isentropes is investigated in depth for the special case of mini-holes, and the implications are discussed. A summary is given in Sect. 5.

2 Data and methodology

ECMWF reanalysis data for ten winters (DJF), 1982–83 to 1991–92 inclusive, is employed to provide the daily meteoro-logical fields for this study. The quantities used are the geopotential, temperature and the full wind field in three-dimensional atmospheric structures. In the vertical, the data are available for 17 pressure levels: approximately 11 in the troposphere and 6 in the stratosphere, the highest being at 10 hPa. The Ertel’s IPV data used in the study was calculated at LIAP-Kühlungsborn from the ECMWF data using a methodology described by Bartels et al. (1998).

The Northern Hemisphere mini-hole climatology of James (1998b) is based on detrended daily total column ozone observations from the Nimbus-7 TOMS instrument, version 7. Over 500 mini-hole events, defined as synoptic-scale ozone minima at least 70 DU below climate mean levels for the respective location and season, were recorded over the mid-latitudes during the 10 winters. Since many are trackable for a number of days, the above mini-holes contribute a total of some 1400 mini-hole days. The daily locations and minimum ozone values of their centers were logged and, for this study, interpolated onto the same grid as above. To build up a set of Lagrangian anomaly fields describing the mean structure of ozone mini-holes, the exact location of the center of each mini-hole on each day is noted. A large grid array, of hemispheric-spanning dimensions in the horizontal that uses all 17 vertical levels, upon which the Lagrangian fields were accumulated, is centered over this location. Spherical geometry is taken into account by expanding or contracting the zonal direction as a function of the cosine of latitude, since grid-lines of longitude converge towards the pole in the original data. Hence, a geometrical adjustment is required to ensure that the longitudinal scale of the Lagrangian grid is constant and not a function of latitude, which is different for each mini-hole. The reference latitude for this adjustment was chosen to be 52.5° N, since the majority of mini-holes occur between 45° N and 60° N. The choice of a reference latitude is somewhat arbitrary and has no qualitative effect on the results. Its purpose is simply to provide a reference spatial scale in the zonal direction for all figures that follow in this paper.

The original data is thus interpolated onto the geometrically adjusted Lagrangian grid. Respective climatological mean fields, relative to geographical location, are subtracted in each case so that anomaly fields can be consistently accumulated. A simple linear weighting scheme, with weights proportional to “mini-hole intensity in DU minus 70 DU”, is also applied to give more weight to strong mini-holes and less to weaker events, the latter being inevitably more frequent. A set of three-dimensional Lagrangian anomaly fields are thus built up utilizing all of the available daily mini-hole events.

To separate the superimposed effects of large-scale waves and baroclinic transients associated with mini-holes, the reanalysis fields are also subjected to a 2.5 to 6 day band-pass filter, allowing only typical synoptic-scale disturbances through. This band-pass filter has also been applied to the TOMS ozone data to build up a second climatology data set of mini-holes, based in this case on band-pass filtered ozone. This new mini-hole data set is employed in parallel with the filtered reanalysis data, forming a consistent pairing to compliment the primary analysis pair: non-filtered reanalysis data with non-filtered ozone mini-holes. Hence, additional Lagrangian anomaly fields are built up for the synoptic band-pass filtered data and compared with the full field cases.

It is also necessary to synchronize the ozone data sets to the reanalysis data, since the latter is available to us daily at 00:00 UTC, whereas the TOMS instrument logs ozone values close to local noon. Since mini-holes move at a similar speed to baroclinic waves, there could be discrepancies between a mini-hole’s apparent location and its associated anomaly fields, as seen in the reanalysis data. To solve this problem, the tracking information available in the mini-hole climatology is employed to estimate the positions of each mini-hole at 00:00 UTC, both before (backwards synchronization) and after (forwards synchronization) the local noon. Both estimates are used in the analysis, weighted according to which 00:00 UTC reanalysis field is closest in time to the local noon in each case. Tests have shown that synchronization increases the amplitudes of the resulting anomaly patterns by some 20% to 30% and produces a more consistent dynamical picture compared with non-synchronized results.

3 The Lagrangian structure of ozone mini-holes

The anomalous Lagrangian distribution of ozone itself around ozone mini-holes is illustrated in Fig. 1. The mean total column ozone anomaly (Fig. 1a) exceeds 100 DU in the
centers of the mini-holes logged in the James’ climatology. The pattern is broadly circular, with the region of negative ozone anomalies encompassing roughly 3000 km, although the line of maximum negative anomaly exhibits a definitive eastward tilt from south to north. When the band-pass filtering is applied (Fig. 1b), a classic synoptic-scale wave train is revealed. The negative anomaly of around $-45$ DU associated with the mini-hole itself is flanked by weak positive anomalies roughly 30° to the west and east, thus building a pattern of approximate scale wave number 6. Again, a slight eastward tilt from south to north of the whole pattern is suggested.

The anticyclonicity in the troposphere associated with mini-holes is clearly seen in the Lagrangian unfiltered wind flow anomaly fields of Fig. 2. In the upper troposphere, a quasi-circular anticyclonic anomaly exists around the mini-hole, with mean horizontal wind anomalies of up to 15 m/s. These anomalies result in a strong ridge in the mean westerly flow around mini-holes (not shown), while a closed anticyclonic cell exists in the lower troposphere. The anticyclonic anomaly is a deep feature and exists well into the lower stratosphere. A remnant can be seen even at 70 hPa. At this level, a cyclonic anomaly is seen northeast of the mini-hole. Higher still, this becomes strongly dominant, with its amplitude exceeding that in the upper troposphere. Its center tilts westwards with height, eventually sitting over the mini-hole center above 10 hPa.

We note that the statistical significance of these anomaly patterns, and also of most of those that follow in which a recognizable pattern is discussed, is exceptionally high. Regions of the patterns that exceed the 99% confidence level, for example, are not shaded here since if they were, shading would cover most of the areas involved, except the near zero lines, of course, thereby detracting from the visual impact of the diagrams by becoming monotonous in the literal sense of the word.

A set of height-longitude Lagrangian sections of mean anomaly fields are shown pairwise in Fig. 3, using full non-filtered data and the synoptic band-pass filtered data.

The full geopotential field anomalies, Fig. 3a, complement the wind flow results above. A positive tropospheric geopotential anomaly, indicating anticyclonicity, coincides with the mini-hole center. It extends well into the lower stratosphere, with maximum amplitudes of about $+25$ dam around 300 hPa, typically just below the local tropopause (note that the Lagrangian averaging procedure yields a mean tropopause of all events; typically around 200 hPa in mini-holes, higher than otherwise usual in mid-latitudes). A westward tilt with height, a characteristic signature of baroclinic waves, is evidenced. The equivalent cross section for the north-south direction (not shown) also shows a northward tilt with height, such that the surface anticyclone is typically some 10° east and 6° south of the mini-hole. This correlates well with the common observation that mini-holes tend to form in the warm sectors of surface cyclones in air masses streaming northeastwards around a high pressure ridge.

In the middle stratosphere, a strong negative anomaly is seen, approaching $-60$ dam around 10 hPa (30–35 km altitude). This is centered some 5° to 10° east and 3° north of the mini-hole center and has a far larger zonal scale, between wave numbers 1 and 2, than do the anomalies lower down. This dominant planetary-scale cyclonic flow in the middle
stratosphere is probably an indication that many strong mini-
holes reach peak intensity under the edge of the stratospheric
polar vortex, especially at times when the latter is displaced
from the pole (James et al., 2000).

This is confirmed by comparison with the patterns associ-
ated with band-pass filtered geopotential data, Fig. 3b. Syn-
optic mid-stratospheric anomalies are almost nonexistent,
showing that the cyclonic flow indicated in Fig. 3a must be of
a relatively long time scale. In the troposphere, the synoptic
anomalies have tightened to a wave number 6 pattern, typi-
cal for baroclinic systems. This is in good agreement with
the findings of Mote et al. (1991), who computed point cor-
relation maps of ozone with baroclinic disturbances, albeit
essentially an Eulerian approach.

The temperature anomaly field shown in Fig. 3c is con-
sistent with the geopotential field. A warm anomaly of up
to +7 K fills the mid- to lower troposphere, centered some
5° west of the mini-hole at the surface, again adding weight
to the warm sector observation earlier. The anticyclonic-
ity typically leads to a locally high tropopause such that a
sharp reversal in temperature anomalies is seen. At the mean
tropopause, a local cold anomaly of about −7 K is formed,
but centered somewhat east of the mini-hole. Cold anom-
alies then dominate the stratosphere, exceeding −12 K at near
25 hPa. In contrast to geopotential, the temperature anom-
alies show little meridional displacement away from the mini-
hole center. However, as with geopotential, the band-pass
filtered temperature data yields a similar tightening of zonal-
scales in the Lagrangian anomaly pattern, Fig. 3d, and a vir-
tual absence of anomalies in the middle stratosphere.

The vertical wind anomaly field, shown in Fig. 3e, reveals
a dipole pattern in the east-west direction. On the western
flank of the mini-hole, an anomalous air mass ascent extends
throughout all regions of the atmosphere visible in this study.
Local maxima are seen in the upper troposphere and the
middle stratosphere, where speeds approach +1 cm/s. The

Fig. 2. Horizontal cross sections of the Lagrangian mean horizontal wind vector anomaly patterns associated with ozone mini-holes on
pressure surfaces at (a) 10 hPa, (b) 30 hPa, (c) 70 hPa and (d) 300 hPa. The length of an equivalent 10 m/s vector is indicated. The panels are
scaled as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3. Longitude-height sections of the Lagrangian mean anomaly patterns associated with ozone mini-holes of (a) geopotential, $\phi$, contour interval 4 dam, and (b) 2.5 to 6 day band-pass filtered geopotential, contour interval 2 dam, (c) temperature, $T$, contour interval 1 K, and (d) 2.5 to 6 day band-pass filtered temperature, contour interval 0.5 K, (e) vertical wind, $w$, contour interval 0.2 cm/s, and (f) 2.5 to 6 day band-pass filtered vertical wind, contour interval 0.2 cm/s, negative contours dashed. The panels span some 60° west and east of the respective mini-hole centers (‘C’); the horizontal scale based on a reference latitude of 52.5° N. SFC refers to the 1000 hPa surface.
ascending columns are mirrored downstream of the mini-hole, where an extensive column of air mass descent is seen. In the north-south direction (not shown), the region of anomalous ascent west of the mini-hole is displaced slightly polewards of the central latitude, by about 3°, and exhibits a poleward tilt with height such that maximum stratospheric ascent is typically about 6° polewards of the maximum trophospheric ascent. In contrast, east of the mini-hole, regions of descent are centered typically around 6° equatorwards of the central latitude, while the patterns only show a minimal tilt with height.

In the case of band-pass filtered vertical motion, the Lagrangian pattern is concentrated in the troposphere. However, qualitative differences here are minimal, since vertical motion energy is particularly concentrated around synoptic time scales anyway. Quantitatively, the band-pass filtered vertical wind amplitudes are actually greater, by 2 to 3 times, than those of the non-filtered data. This implies that the slowly changing components of the vertical wind fields associated with mini-holes must act contrary to those on short time scales, thus tending to dissipate the total column ozone anomalies generated by synoptic disturbances. In the middle stratosphere, above the ozone maximum layer, descent occurs on synoptic time scales directly above the mini-hole centers, encouraging a divergent flow in the lower stratosphere. This leads to a net ozone loss out of the column, since ozone mixing ratios in the divergence layer are much higher than lower down, supporting the supposition of James (1997) that such a divergence field must play a significant role in the generation of mini-holes. However, since mixing ratios typically continue to increase slightly immediately above the divergence layer, the role of the stratospheric component in generating mini-holes is not directly due to the descending air masses, but rather due to equatorward advection in the stratosphere above the mini-hole, as seen in Fig. 2, especially around the 30 hPa level. Since the ozone mixing ratio decreases towards the pole at this level, this northwesterly component of the wind advects ozone-poor polar air masses into the stratospheric region above the ozone mini-hole.

In all cases, the vertical wind anomalies are rather weak close to the 100 hPa level, indicating that the stratospheric and tropospheric dynamical components relevant for mini-holes are somewhat detached from each other. Note also that the columns of ascent are typically centered to the west but not at the mini-hole center, where they might be expected. This indicates that the eddies on both synoptic and longer time scales must be adding a significant horizontal advection component to the total advective changes to the ozone column, presumably via the mean southwesterly flow into the mini-hole center.

4 Ertel’s isentropic potential vorticity anomalies and ozone mini-holes

The Lagrangian structure of Ertel’s IPV anomalies associated with ozone mini-holes is presented on three isentropic surfaces in Fig. 4. Again, non-filtered results are paired with synoptic band-pass filtered results. At 330 K (Fig. 4e), representing the uppermost troposphere and near the tropopause, IPV shows a strong positive pattern correlation with total column ozone. The negative IPV anomaly center coincides with the mini-hole centers, the former being just fractionally further south, by about 3°. The IPV anomaly also has a slightly shorter zonal scale, but this may simply reflect that the ozone pattern is derived from an integration over the total column, inevitably producing a scale-smoothing effect relative to any single level. The band-pass filtered IPV anomalies at 330 K (Fig. 4f) also correlate very well with the equivalent ozone anomalies. The IPV pattern is slightly displaced to the east and south of the ozone pattern, but exhibits a very similar tilting, with the wave train centered further south to the east.

At 400 K, now in the lower stratosphere, the band-pass filtered IPV anomalies (Fig. 4d) correlate even more accurately with the ozone anomalies. This is perhaps to be expected, since the greatest ozone changes on synoptic time scales occur at around this altitude, where vertical ozone gradients are largest (James et al., 2000). The non-filtered full IPV anomalies at this altitude (Fig. 4c) show an increased positive IPV region to the northeast of the mini-holes. At 500 K (Fig. 4a), in the middle stratosphere, this region becomes strongly dominant and expands over the mini-hole, although it remains centered some 25° east and up to 6° north of the mini-hole centers. As with geopotential, this is probably a signature of the stratospheric polar vortex. Band-pass filtering reveals that the synoptic wave train signal is still present and in-phase at 500 K (Fig. 4b), although it has become displaced northwards by 5° to 10°.

One of the summarizing features of the non-filtered IPV structures is the reversal of the sign of the IPV-ozone correlation between 330 K and 500 K. At 330 K, negative IPV anomalies would be expected to coincide well spatially with total ozone minima. At 500 K, positive IPV anomalies should coincide with ozone minima, albeit with a possible spatial phase-shift, as suggested from Fig. 4a. Hence, it is feasible to replace the tracking data of ozone mini-holes with similar data for local IPV minima at 330 K or local IPV maxima at 500 K, and construct new Lagrangian anomaly fields, now centered on respective IPV anomalies, referred to here as IPV-blobs. The IPV-blob tracking is based closely on the algorithms used for mini-hole tracking. An arbitrary IPV threshold is also set to determine which blobs have sufficient amplitude worth tracking, but optimized to yield roughly the same total number of trackable events as the mini-holes had yielded previously. In constructing Lagrangian fields based on these IPV-blobs, we note that the synchronization module must either be switched off (for IPV is naturally already synchronized to the reanalysis data) or even inverted, in a sense, when Lagrangian ozone fields are constructed.

To secure the scientific quality of the conclusions that follow in this section, only non-filtered IPV-blob analyzes will be discussed here. This limitation is necessary, since the variability of IPV at 330 K has a different typical time scale to that at 500 K. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the 330 K IPV spec-
Fig. 4. Horizontal cross sections of the Lagrangian mean potential vorticity (IPV) anomaly patterns associated with ozone mini-holes on isentropic surfaces at (a, d) 500 K, (b, e) 400 K and (c, f) 330 K. The left-hand panels (a, c, e) use non-filtered data, the right-hand panels (b, d, f) use 2.5 to 6 day band-pass filtered data. Contour interval is 1 IPV unit (1 IPVU = 10^{-6} \text{Km}^2/\text{kg s}) in panel (a) and 0.2 IPV units in all remaining panels. The panels are scaled as in Fig. 1.
Fig. 5. Mean relative frequency spectra (central thickened lines) of IPV at (a) 330 K and (b) 500 K over the ten 90-day winter seasons (DJF), 1982–83 to 1991–92. The amplitudes ($\times 10$) have been normalized by the respective mean amplitude over the 45 frequency bands. The thin upper and lower curves show the absolute maximum and minimum amplitudes, respectively, at each frequency observed in any single winter.

trum is only weakly red; energy levels of low frequency variability on time scales of 10 to 30 days, for example, are hardly more than 50% greater than those of baroclinic time scales. However, IPV at 500 K has a strongly red spectrum; energy levels of low frequency variability exceed those of baroclinic variability by as much as 3 times or more. Thus, the middle stratosphere is dominated by slow fluctuations on intraseasonal time scales, whereas baroclinic structures have a far more significant contribution in the upper troposphere. In view of this difference, pre-emptive time-filtering is thus avoided in the IPV-blob analyses since it would otherwise complicate the description of the results.

The Lagrangian mean total ozone anomalies associated with negative IPV-blobs at 330 K is shown in Fig. 6a. As expected, a broadly circular negative ozone anomaly, with an amplitude of about 40 DU, is centered over the IPV-blobs, albeit with a shorter zonal scale than that associated with miniholes themselves. To produce a Lagrangian mean ozone minimum from IPV-blobs at 500 K, positive IPV-blobs must be tracked. Given the displacement of the 500 K IPV anomaly to the east of mini-holes, Fig. 4a, one would expect the equivalent ozone minimum to be west of the 500 K IPV-blob centers. This is indeed the case, as seen in Fig. 6b. Here, the ozone anomaly reaches $-25$ DU, a smaller maximum amplitude than the 330-K-derived anomaly, but with a greater horizontal scale. Hence, the relative importance of upper tropospheric dynamics compared to middle stratospheric dynamics for total ozone changes appears to be quite similar.

On studying further aspects of the Lagrangian structures of the two sets of IPV-blob analyzes, significant and important differences to the mini-hole analysis are revealed. In Fig. 7, vertical cross sections of the IPV-blob geopotential, temperature and vertical wind anomaly fields are shown, to be compared with Fig. 3, which shows equivalent mini-hole-based structures. The 330 K IPV-blob signal is noticeably stronger than the mini-hole signal in the troposphere, especially in geopotential (Fig. 7a) and vertical wind (Fig. 7e). However, it decays rapidly into the stratosphere and completely fails to display the strong reversed-sign temperature and geopotential signature in the middle stratosphere that is so characteristic of mini-holes. Similarly, the 500 K positive IPV-blob signal is strong in the middle stratosphere, but decays into the troposphere without local sign-reversal. These differences are probably due to the typically different time scales of variability of the troposphere and stratosphere, as shown in Fig. 5. In other words, as is well-known, there is little direct synchronous correlation between the 330 K layer and the middle stratosphere. The IPV-blob analyzes show only either faster baroclinic fluctuations (330 K) or the slower fluctuations in the stratosphere (500 K), whereas ozone mini-holes are intrinsically an integral product of the respective dynamics at both time scales.

Looking at the 500 K IPV-blob analysis in more detail, the Lagrangian structure in the middle stratosphere is very similar to that associated with, but to the east of the mini-holes; the geopotential pattern tilts westward with height (Fig. 7b), the cold anomaly center (Fig. 7d) is lower than the cyclonic anomaly center and descent (Fig. 7f) dominates the region. A very weak, but nevertheless statistically significant anticyclonic geopotential anomaly does exist well to the west of the
IPV-blob centers. This suggests that some reversed coupling of the stratosphere onto the troposphere exists, probably on longer time scales. The nature and horizontal scale of this geopotential mode (Fig. 7b) is in close agreement with the coupled mode found over the European region in an Eulerian analysis by James et al. (2000). In their analysis, the tropospheric anticyclone was relatively a stronger feature, suggesting that the general Lagrangian mode may be enhanced when mapped onto certain geographical regions, especially over Europe, or attenuated in certain other regions.

The synchronous detachment of the stratosphere from the troposphere, as viewed from IPV-blobs, is emphasized in Fig. 8, which shows the associated Lagrangian IPV structures themselves at 330 K, 400 K and 500 K, to be compared with the mini-hole IPV structures on the left-hand side of Fig. 4. For 330 K IPV-blobs, the negative anomaly center at 330 K itself (Fig. 8e) is strong and more compact than that associated with vertically integrated total ozone. But the pattern remains phase-locked and sign-invariant with height, becoming embedded in positive IPV anomaly surroundings at 500 K (Fig. 8a). Indeed, relative to mean IPV amplitudes on each respective isentrope, the signal in fact decays rapidly with height. At 330 K, the peak signal is about 82% of the local climatological mean IPV, thus reducing absolute IPV values from about 6 PVU to just 1 PVU at the anomaly center. At 500 K, the peak signal, also around −5 PVU, is here only about 12% of the local climatological mean IPV, which is thus reduced from about 38 PVU to 33 PVU.

For 500 K IPV-blobs, the signal decay on descent towards the troposphere (Figs. 8b, d, and f) is especially obvious. At 500 K, the peak positive IPV anomaly increases local mean IPV values by some 85%, from 45 PVU to 82 PVU, while at 330 K the peak positive IPV anomaly is just 0.5 PVU, the addition of just 8% to local mean IPV values. Thus, the result is qualitatively the same as above: IPV-blobs have structures that simply decay with vertical distance from their centers.

5 Summary

A first statistically significant picture of the mean three-dimensional Lagrangian structure of typical mid-latitude wintertime ozone mini-holes has been presented in this paper. Band-pass filtering reveals the transient nature of mini-holes, whose synoptic-scale Lagrangian structures are seen to be embedded within significant larger scale anomaly features. Mini-holes are shown to form in transient waves running over tropospheric anticyclonic ridges, with rising warm air masses on their western flanks and descent to the east, underneath a quasi-stationary region of anomalously cold stratosphere on the cyclonic flanks of the polar vortex. As a result, mini-holes correlate with negative IPV anomalies close to the height of the tropopause and to positive IPV anomalies in the middle stratosphere.

The comparative Lagrangian structures of blobs of negative IPV at 330 K and positive IPV at 500 K show that dynamical features in the troposphere have little mean synchronous correlation with those in the stratosphere. Anomalous blobs of IPV are primarily associated with structures that decay with distance in the vertical and whose characteristic time scales are typically greater in the middle stratosphere than at lower levels. In contrast, ozone mini-holes have geopotential structures with strongly characteristic sign
Fig. 7. Longitude-height sections of Lagrangian mean anomaly patterns associated with (a, c, e) negative IPV-blobs on the 330 K isentrope and (b, d, f) positive IPV-blobs on the 500 K isentrope. Shown are (a, b) geopotential, contour interval 4 dam, (c, d) temperature, contour intervals 2 K and 1 K, respectively, and (e, f) vertical wind, contour intervals 0.2 cm/s and 0.1 cm/s, respectively, negative contours dashed. The panels are scaled as in Fig. 3.
Fig. 8. Horizontal cross sections of the Lagrangian mean IPV anomaly patterns associated with (a, c, e) negative IPV-blobs on the 330 K isentrope and (b, d, f) positive IPV-blobs on the 500 K isentrope, on isentropic surfaces at (a, d) 500 K, (b, e) 400 K and (c, f) 330 K. Contour interval is 0.5 IPV units in panels (a, c, d, e), 4 IPV units in panel (b) and 0.2 IPV units in panel (f). The panels are scaled as in Fig. 1.
reversals between the troposphere and stratosphere, with associated dynamics that span the above time scale range.

Hence, we conclude that ozone mini-holes are predominantly phenomena of coincidence, requiring the simultaneous action of two factors on largely different time scales to attain a significant amplitude: tropospheric transient synoptic activity (warm, anticyclonicity) and appropriate middle stratospheric circulation conditions (cold, polar vortex infringement). However, while transient waves in the troposphere do not have any strong simultaneous effect on the polar vortex, displacements of the latter appear to enhance anticyclonicity slightly under its western flanks on longer time scales, somewhat increasing the potential for mini-hole development. Thus, our findings are, in good agreement with James et al. (2000), who showed that the primary coupled mode of atmospheric variability between the middle stratosphere and upper troposphere, using total column ozone as a further weighting factor, produces anticyclonic ridging on the western flank of the polar vortex when the latter is shifted towards northern Europe. This mode is thereby associated with a strong ozone decrease over Europe, directly between the two anomaly centers in the troposphere and stratosphere. While such a mode appears geographically enhanced over the European region, the associated Lagrangian structures discussed in this paper can be applied generally across the mid-latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere. Whether systematic regional differences in the structures exist remains to be tested and should be the subject of a future paper.
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